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Album bts terbaru 2019

Pre-order bts' new album Map of the Soul: Persona can be made starting Wednesday (13/3/2019).tirto.id - BTS has announced the exact date for the release of their latest album on Tuesday (December 3, 2019) through their official fan café. BTS Agency, Big Hit Entertainment reported that BTS' latest album is titled Map of the Soul: Persona and will be released on April 12, 2019. Pre-order map of the
Soul: Persona can be made starting Wednesday (March 13, 2019). Before this official date was released by the agency, several South Korean media reported on the scheduled return of one of the famous idol groups in South Korea. On Monday (November 3, 2019), Sports Donga announced that Big Hit Entertaiment will promote BTS's previously scheduled return schedule in May to April 2019.BTS is
currently completing the final process to make the album. Filming of the music video will take place this week. BTS last released the album in August 2018 titled Love Yourself: Answer. After the album's release, the seven-member idol group was busy with various activities with the group or individual activities outside the group. For group activities, one of their regular agendas is the World Tour Love
Yourself concert. This concert was held in many countries around the world from August 25, 2018 to July 14, 2019. Recently, Suga collaborated with South Korean hip hop group Epic High.Along with tablo, Mithra and DJ Tukutz, Suga composed and arranged the latest song from Epic High titled Eternal Shunsine which was released on March 11. ročníku Seoul Music Awards 15. ledna 2019Zleva: V, Suga,
Jin, Jungkook, RM, Jimin, J-HopeZákladní informace Jinak zvaný / Asian BangTan Boys či Bangtan Sonyeondan Pvod Soul, Jižní Korea Žánry hip hop • R&amp;amp;A B • EDM Povolání Korean Idol Aktivní roky 2013 - současnost Vydavatelé Pony CanyonDef Jam JapanColumbia RecordsDef Jam RecordingsBig Hit Entertainment Ocenění Billboard Music Award for Top Social Artist (20 17)Billboard Music
Award for Top Social Artist (2019)American Music Award for Favorite Pop/Rock Band/Duo/Group (2019)MTV Video Music Award for Best K-Pop Video (2019)Billboard Music Award for Top Duo/Group (2019)... více na Wikidatech Web bts.ibighit.com Současní členové RMJinSugaJ-HopeJiminVJungkook Některá data mohou pocházet z datové položky. BTS (korejsky aka Bangtan Sonyeondan, též zvaní
Bangtan Boys) je sedmičlenný boy band z Jižní Koreje založený společností BigHit Entertainment. Všichni členové mají účast na psaní a písní produkci. Pvodně se stylizovali do hiphopu, ale postupně se vyvinuli a te už tvoří v širokém množství žánr. Jejich often refers to literature mĝt concepts psychological. The name of the BTS group name is for the Korean term Bangtan Sonyeondan (Hangul: のの;
Hanča: 防彈のの團), which literally means Bulletproof Boy, loosely translated as Bulletproof Boys. In Japan, they play the role of Bōdan Shōnendan (防弾のののの), which has the same meaning. In July 2017, BTS announced that in addition to their name Bangtan Sonyeondan or Bulletproof Boy Scouts, they will now use the name Beyond The Scene as a new brand of recognition. The members of
Beginnings Group were selected by BigHit Entertainment after bankruptcy in 2010 and 2011 to become future representatives of Bts Group. After about two years of personal training and several months together, they released the song No More Dream from their first album 2COOL 4SKOOL on June 13, 2013. But they didn't have much money, and the company even came to the brink of bankruptcy.
Career 2013: Prior to its debut and BTS debut at the Incheon Korean Music Wave In 2010, the head of Big Hit Entertainment, Bang Sihyuk, also known as Bang's hitman, adopted 16-year-old underground rapper Kim Namjoon, who chose the nickname Rap Monster (changed to RM in 2017) and became the leader of a newly formed group - originally entirely hip-hop The second member is also 17-year-old
underground rapper Min Yoongi, nicknamed Suga which includes the first syming of the basketball position guard. J-Hope had to learn rap, he was a street dancer from the band NEURON from Gwangju, his birth name was Jung Hoseok. Kim Seokjin, Jin, was approached by Big Hit as he walked down the street in Seoul, with no experience dancing or singing, studying acting, but now a quality vocalist.
Jeon Jungkook participated in a talent competition at the age of 14 and received offers from seven different companies, choosing Big Hit Entertainment because he admired Rap Monster. Kim Taehyung accompanied a friend to the audition, eventually attending and becoming a member under the nickname V as the winner. The last member was a student of contemporary (modern scenic) dancer Park
Jimin, who trained for only a few months. On June 13, 2013, Bangtan Sonyeondan, or just BTS, officially launched. They released the album 2 Cool 4 Skool (becoming the first part of their school trio) and a clip for the song No More Dream, a few days later a clip for We Are Bulletproof pt. 2. The album didn't become a big hit, but people noticed it. The texts deal with misunderstandings and money sentences
against the younger generation, criticism of a society that condemns their dreams, and an attempt to create their own future. BTS used classic hip-hop reminiscent of the 1990s with the wild looks of troubled boys. On July 9, they officially announced the names of their fans - A.R..M.Y. [1] Already in September they came up with a mini-album (EP) O! RUL8.2? with the main song N.O., where they
commented on the hard Korean education system. The musical style is not much different from previous actions, still a big part of it is un restrained rap. This is a continuation of the school trio. At the end of five years New Artist of the Year at the Melon Music Award, Golden Disc Awards, Soul Music Awards and more. 2014: More notable success and touring The last part of their school trio became the EP
Skool Luv Affair released in February 2014. It topped the Gaon Albums Chart, and also marked BTS's first appearance on the Billboard World Albums chart, where it was number three. The main singles are Boy In Luv and Just One Day. The album is still mostly hip-hop and R&amp;C. B, focuses on young love and school life. They participated in BTS' American Hustle Life reality show. In July 2014, they
had their first concert in the United States in West Hollywood, where they performed for free to 200 fans. They also made their first appearance on KCON in Los Angeles. In August, they released their first studio album Dark & Wild. The album's main singles are Danger and War of Hormones. The album is a kind of bridge from their school trio to future work. They talk more about aspects of a teenager,
about ao teen longing and dating. Her first Japanese studio album, Wake Up,[2] was released in December. It includes Japanese versions of their earlier works as well as songs entirely in Japanese Wake Up and The Stars. BTS launched their first tour, The Red Bullet Tour,[3] where they also visited Australia and the US outside asian countries. BTS comes of age in a certain way and wants to portray the
beauty and difficulties of a teenager. And so in April 2015, the EP The Most Beautiful Moments in Life, pt. 1 (Hwa Yang Yeon Hwa, pt. 1) came to light. The change occurs not only in sound, but also in appearance - more colors, more youthful and if you want to be more realistic. The album includes the single I Need U; sensitive, hopeful, painful, fun, new. BTS abandoned the harsh environment and
replaced it with a more realistic image of youth. Carefree and used contrasts with suffering, depression and loneliness. It was a pretder for their orthodox success and secured their first win on the SBS MTV Show. Billboard called I Need U one of the best songs of the decade. Another single, Dope, peaked at number three on the Billboard World Digital Songs Chart and became their first clip with over 100
million views on YouTube. In November, they released their fourth EP The Most Beautiful Moments in Life, pt. 2 (Hwa Yang Yeon Hwa, pt. 2) and thus introduced Run. The album focuses more on the pursuit of success, loneliness, recklessness, relationships and the difficulties that young people require. Tremor is basically a kind of A follow-up to I Need U. It also shows the regular duality of young people,
when laughter interspersed with sadness, again shows the dark side of life. While No More Dream can be understood to be merely playing hard and complaining, this is the reason, it's humble, it's dark, it's closer to the audience, and therefore reliable. The album became their biggest hit. Dominate the weekly Gaon Album chart and and World Albums Chart, it later became the first Kpop artist to stay there
for several weeks. It also marked its first appearance on the Billboard 200, where it peaked at number 171. At the Mnet Asian Music Awards, BTS was awarded Best Performer in the World in recognition of their international fan base. With these two albums, they launched something called the BTS Universe, combining clips, short films, books, internet stories and Webtoon. From now on, every little thing
can make sense in the overall story that BTS began to tell in the background. In the same month, they launched The Most Beautiful Moments in Life: On Stage. 2016: Breakthrough and commercial success In May 2016, an album was released to complete the youth trio and HYYH trio. The Most Beautiful Moments in Life: Young Forever contains songs from the trio's previous two albums and of course has
been enriched with new ones: Epilogue: Young Forever, Save Me and Fire. The album topped the Gaon Weekly Chart in South Korea for two consecutive weeks and charted at number 107 on the US Billboard 200. BTS launched an expansion of their Asia tour, The Most Beautiful Moments in Life On Stage: Epilogue. During this tour, a two-day concert took place at the Olympic Gymnastics Arena in Seoul.
And they were the first headliners to perform at both the KCON America Show, held in Newark (June) and LA (July) in front of a sold-out hall. In relation to their successes, they became the first Kpop band to get their own emoji on Twitter. In September, they released their second Japanese album Youth, where Japanese versions of previous songs and their all-new albums re-emerged. On the day of its
release, 44,000 copies were sold and became number one in Japan. BTS won its first at the Mnet Music Awards In October, the second studio album Wings was released. It combines elements from their HYYH trio with temptation, ao minority and adversity. The album was significantly influenced by the work of Hermann Hess Demian, in clips quoted directly from the book. For the first time, each member's
solo creations appear, expressing their potential and personality as independent artists. A mini-movie was made for each solo song. The album was widely accepted by critics. Rolling Stone called it one of the most conceptual and ambitious pop albums of 2016 and Fuse praised the songs and the variety of songs. The first single Blood Sweat &amp; Tears became their first single to reach number one on
the Gaon Digital Charts weekly. The clip received six million views on YouTube in the first 24 hours, breaking the record for the most views by a K-pop group. Wings entered the US Billboard 200 at number 26, becoming a high-sales KPOP album In December, at the Melon Music Awards BTS, they received their first major daesang award in the Album of the Year category for Best Moments in Life: Young
Forever. Just a few days later, they became the first non-Big Three artists (YG, JYP and SM) SM) Artist of the Year at the Mnet Asian Music Awards. 2017: Worldwide Boom In February 2017, their first compilation album You Never Walk Alone was released, new songs added by people from the wings. The first single, Spring Day, received praise from critics for an intelligent, engaging and elegant study of
desire and loss that deliberately avoided clichés of fanfare and drama. In addition to friend confusion and loss, the song is perhaps in homage to the victims of the Sewol tragedy, bringing aesthetics, lyrics and symbols to BTS's works that appeal to fans of all generations. Spring Day charted eighth on the Korean online music charts and the Gaon Digital Chart, and dropped the melon digital chart. Bubbling
Under Hot 100 also appeared on Billboard. She won Song of the Year at the Melon Music Awards. The popularity of this song does not decrease, because it remains on Melon today and makes it the longest placed song. BTS after winning The Top Social Artist award at the Billboard Music Awards. From February to December, the second BTS Live Trilogy Episode III: The Wings Tour 2017 took place,
visiting 12 countries. During this tour, BTS gradually began to play in larger places, from the halls where they moved to the arenas. They became the first Kpop group to sell out in the United States. BTS attended the Billboard Music Awards, where they were named Top Social Artists, making them the first Kpop group to be honored at the awards ceremony, breaking Justin Bieber's streak of six wins. In July,
they released a cover of Come Back Home by South Korean music icon Seo Taiji. As backup singers and dancers, they attended his concert at Seoul's Olympic Stadium. Seo Taiji acknowledges the similarities on the topic between his music and BTS, declaring: This is your generation. Show them. After describing a teenager and temptation, they came up with the Love Yourself series, where they sought to
spread awareness of the importance of love themselves. The first season of the LOVE Yourself: Her EP series was released on Sept. The main songs are DNA and a remix of Steve Aoki's MIC Drop (at the end of the clip Suga drops the microphone, which inspired them to drop former President Barack Obama's microphone at the end of the speech). Both songs were high on both the South Korean and
Billboard charts in the United States. The album tells the story of fun and joy in love. RM in Love Yourself: Games was one of the turning points in their careers. RJ (white alpaca), Mang (purple horse), Shooky (biscuit), Koya (blue koala), Cooky (pink rabbit), Chimmy (golden dog) and Tata (heart) Line Friends represent characters based on stickers of various social networks and appear among others on
various products, in animated fairy tales and entertainment parks. In October, the cooperation with BTS was officially launched, starting in January of that year, thus creating BT21. The characters are based on sketches from BTS members. The name BT21 was invented by Suga because it is believed to represent BTS and the 21st century, so that they can live for a hundred years. Named characters RJ,
Shooky, Cooky, Chimmy, Tata and Mang, created by RM, Jin, Suga, Jungkook, Jimin, V and J-Hope; Moreover, robot Van, which oversees and represents A.R.M.Y. BTS has created personalities, pasts and relationships for each character, and all are gender neutral. In November 2017, they were the first Kpop group to perform at the American Music Awards, raising awareness of each other worldwide.
They won artist of the year award for the first time in a row at the Mnet Asian Music Awards. They also became the first artists outside the Big Three to win major awards at the Golden Disc Award and Seoul Music Award. 2018: Global YouTube Premium has released an eight-part documentary series Burn the Stage that offers a behind-the-scenes look behind the scenes of their Wings 2017 tour. In April,
they released their third Japanese album, Face Yourself, and the next day a nine-minute short film, Euphoria: Theme of Love Yourself: Wonder, features the song Euphoria sung by Jungkooke. In May, they released their third studio album, Love Yourself: Tear, and their first gig with Fake Love took place at the Billboard Music Awards, where they won the Top Social Artist award again. The album depicts
indirect enlightenment with love that is not loved and encouraged for those who have no dreams. Critics generally accept the album in ausirmation, describing it as one of the most cohesive but sound-diverse themes, full lyrics about emptiness and an album about love and loss, where rap plays an important role. Commercially, it is one of BTS's most successful albums. It debuted at number one on the US
Billboard 200, becoming BTS's highest charting album and their first number one album not only, but also K-pop's on the US album chart. It was also their first album to reach the top 10 in the UK at number eight on the UK album chart. Fake Love was their first song on the Billboard Hot 100 elite ten, the 17th non-English song to go there and the first from a Korean band. The end of the Love Yourself series
in August became the second compilation album Love Yourself: Answer, which included songs from previous Love Yourself albums and seven new songs. The album is based on the main single Idol (nicki minaj appears in a version), where BTS makes it clear that they accept who they are. The album illustrates the excitement of love, the pain of parting and the perception of love itself. Critically, it has been
well received, as a masterful culmination of years of work and full of senses and a masterpiece from BTS that few artists, boys' groups or others can hope to achieve. It is BTS' second album on the US Billboard 200, becoming the second pop artist to have two albums topped in less than a year since One Direction dominated the charts with Midnight in 2013 and Four in 2014. In Canada, Idol reached
number one in the top 10 on the Canadian Singles Chart. The clip received 45 million views in the first 24 hours, breaking Taylor Swift's record with Look What You Make Me Do alongside Love Love Answer BTS announced their third world tour, the BTS World Tour: Love Yourself, in which they performed at South Korea's largest stadium, Seoul's Olympic Stadium. During the tour, they collaborated on
Steve Aoki's song Waste It on Me, which was their first all-English collaboration. During BTS's tour, they continued to play in larger locations, with the last stop in North America being a 40,000-seat concert at Citi Field in Queens, making them the first Korean artists to perform at an American stadium. All 40,000 tickets sold out within 20 minutes. In 2018, BTS concerts were the second best-selling outside
the US market, according to StubHub, after Ed Sheeran. The tour was met with a positive embrace of criticism and evidence that music would overcome any language barrier. BTS in a speech on the Love Myself campaign at the UN. Since November 2017, they have been working with UNICEF on the Love Myself campaign leading up to the Love Yourself series. They have become partners #ENDviolence
protecting children and young people from all over the world against violence. The campaign was funded by 3% of the physical album sales of the Love Yourself series, 100% of the official sales of love myself, Big Hit Entertainment and BTS members donated 500 million Korean won (about 10 million crowns) and more. At the 73rd UN General Assembly on 24 September 2018, RM leaders gave a speech
on the election campaign. Burn the Stage: The Movie also hits theaters worldwide on Nov. In the United States, the film made $3.54 million, breaking the record held by One Direction. They earned seven of the eight nominations at the Melon Music Awards, including winner of the Artist of the Year category and Album of the Year for Love Yourself: Tear. They won nine categories at the Mnet Asian Music
Awards, winning artist of the year for the third year in a row. In his thank you speech, Jin said that this year has been very emotionally stressful for BTS, they are de debated whether they should disband the group or not. Some of their songs, such as Don't Leave Me or Let Go from Face Yourself, basically act as a farewell, or Outro: Tear from Love Yourself: Tear, which Suga wrote at a time when they were
incredibly wondering whether to give up, and after the first hearing, the members cried. They placed eighth on the Billboard Top Artist chart at the end of the year and second in the Duo/Group category after Imagine Dragons. 2019: World Stadium Tour and Map of the Soul: Persona In February, they appeared at the 61st Grammy Awards as award winners. It was their first appearance at the event after the
group appeared at the 2018 Grammy Museum in LA. Time magazine named them one of the 100 most influential people of 2019. In April, the sixth EP Map of the Soul: Persona was released with the lead single Boy with Luv, on which they collaborated with American singer Halsey. They were the first Korean artists to perform on Saturday Night Live. The performance was one of the largest in the show's
history. Overall, BTS has achieved new milestones in its career. Map of Persona became the first Korean-speaking album to chart in both the UK and Australia. It is the third album in a row to top the Billboard 200 chart in 11 months, equal to the Beatles, who achieved this in 1995-96. BTS is also the fastest group to have three number one albums since The Monkees in 1967. It was the best-selling physical
album in the United States in 2019 and the best-selling album in South Korea ever with over 3.2 million copies sold in less than a month. Among the ten most sold albums are works from the 1990s, making BTS the only representative after 2000 on this list. Boy with Luv debuted on the Billboard Hot 100 for the eighth time, the highest in South Korean group history, and with 74.6 million video views in 24
hours. BTS concert at Wembley 2 June 2019 In May at the Billboard Music Awards to win the Top Social Artist award, they also added the Top Duo/Group and announced the expansion of the Love Yoursefl: Speak Yourself stadium world tour, performing at Wembley, Stade de France, MetLife Stadium, Rose Bowl and Soldier Field. They became the first Asian and non-English speaking artist to sell out
Wembley. Their Rose Bowl concerts broke the record for the highest sales in Boxscore history, surpassing Taylor Swift and U2. All the data was sold out within two hours, so they added other days due to high demand. During their tour, they appeared on The Late Show with Stephen Colbert and in the final episode of The Voice and one of Britain's Got Talent semifinals. In connection with the publishing of
their new mobile game, BTS World released the song Heartbeat with a clip of the game and three unique collaborations – Dream Glow with British singer Charli XCX, A Brand New Day with Swedish singer Zara Larsson and All Night with American rapper Juice Wrld. The game was released on June 26 for both iOS and Android in 175 countries. The Japanese single Lights was released on July 3. Pre-
orders broke one million copies, breaking Céline Dion's 1995 record for Love You More. In October, BTS performed at the King Fahd International Stadium, becoming the first foreign artist to have a solo concert in Saudi Arabia. The final chapter breaking the Love Yourself: Speak Yourself world tour record was three sold-out concerts at the Olympic Stadium in Seoul. According to Billboard's Boxscore
chart since the end of the year, the group has earned over $196 million and played in front of more than 1.6 million people. They overcame older rock bands such as The Rolling Stones, Metallica and KISS, as well as the Backstreet Boys, making them the band's best tour in 2019. This month, they released a remix version of the song Make It Right, shared by the singer who Lauv, as the second single from
the album Map of the Soul: Persona. From the American Music Awards, they were the first Kpop group to win the Favorite Duo or Group Pop/Rock award, tour of the year and were favorites for the second time in a row. Next. In December 2019, they attended both the Melon Music Awards and the Mnet Asian Music Awards. They became the first artist in Kpop history to win all the daesangs (major awards)
from both ceremonies, meaning four of them. At the Golden Disc Awards, they became the first artists to win in both the physical and digital categories. Nelson Music named Map of the Soul: Persona the second best-selling album of the year (taylor swift's first lover). BTS ended 2019 as the fourth most successful group on the Billboard 200 Artist - Duo/Group chart after Queen, Imagine Dragons and the
Beatles. 2020: Seven-Year Anniversary and #1 Billboard Hot 100 In January, they released Black Swan as the first single from their fourth studio album Map of the Soul: 7, released on February 21. On this day, the official clip for the lead single ON was released, on one of the versions they collaborated with Australian singer Sia. 2020 marks their seventh anniversary, also referenced by figures in the title.
The song We Are Bulletproof: The Eternal is a thank you to A.R.M.Y. and the animated video released later for the song is in memory notes. Like Map of the Soul: Persona and Map of the Soul: 7, it was inspired by the psychology of Carl Gustav Jung - Persona (RM), Shadow (Suga) and Ego (J-Hope), which, in his theory, were part of the human personality. According to gaon charts, it sold over 4.1
million copies of the album just nine days after its release, surpassing Map of the Soul: Persona and becoming the best-selling album in Korean history. It debuted at the top of the Billboard 200, making BTS the fastest group to become the number one group since the Beatles in 1968. It also debuted at number one in Germany, France, Iceland, the UK, Japan, Australia, Canada and the United States,
making it the first Asian group to top the five largest music markets in the world. The first single ON debuted at number four on the Billboard Hot 100 with 86,000 downloads, making BTS into the top five and the week's best-selling song. Following the map of the soul album series, they unveiled the fourth and second stadium maps of the Soul Tour starting in April. However, due to the coronavirus epidemic,
the entire tour was postponed. In late January, Lil Nas X, Billy Ray Cyrus, Diplo and Nas, along with BTS, performed Old Town Road All-Stars at the Grammy Awards. On June 7, a YouTube live stream called Dear Class of 2020 took place, with speeches and celebrity appearances for seniors who had lost the entire ceremony due to pandemie Covid-19. BTS performs Boy with Luv, Spring Day and
Microcosm. In their speech, they mentioned their own graduation and provided a message of hope and inspiration for seniors in 2020. More than 564,000 copies were sold in the first week, breaking the 10-year record about the number of albums sold the most in five years this is the best-selling album in Japan in 2020. Dynamite debuted at number one on the US Billboard Hot 100, making it the first time
BTS had become the first Korean artist (second Asian) to do so. It stayed at its peak for two weeks. In its fifth week since its release, it also topped the Billboard Global 200 and Global Excluding USA charts. It peaked at number nine in the US Mainstream Top 40 (also known as the Pop Song chart), debuting third on the UK Singles Chart and second on the Australian Singles Chart, making it their highest
chart on the charts in both countries. On August 31, their first performance with Dynamite, which took place at the MTV Video Music Awards, where they were nominated for best group, best choreography, best pop video and best K-pop category with the single On, won all the nominations. On September 28, BTS Week was hosted by Jimmy Fallon on The Tonight Show, where they performed not only
Dynamite, but also older songs: Idol, Home, Microcosm and Black Swan. With Dynamite they performed at the Billboard Music Awards, where they took home the award for Best Duo/Group and for the fourth consecutive time were also Top Social Artists. A remix of Jason Derul's Jawsh 685 and Savage Love (Laxed – Siren Beat) was released on October 2. He dominated the Billboard Hot 100 as their
second song. Meanwhile, Dynamite rose to number two, making BTS the fourth group (after the Bee Gees, the Beatles and OutKast) to take the top position. On October 10 and 11, they held a two-day concert at Seoul's Olympic Stadium called Map of the Soul ON:E, breaking their own record with 993,000 followers from 191 countries for the highest-paid virtual concert to be broadcast live. On November
20, they released their fifth studio album, Be, with their first single Life Goes On, which was released in September in their U.N. speech in support of not just young people at the time. Their debut performance took place at the American Music Awards on November 22, where they won awards such as Best Duo or Group – Pop/Rock and Favorite Social Artist. On November 30, Life Goes On debuted at the
top of the Billboard Hot 100 (Dynamite was number three at the time), the first song in a language other than English, and Be on the Billboard 200, their fifth career for BTS. They became the first band in the United States to have the song and album #1 the same week. They are the group that has amassed the top three positions on the Billboard Hot 100 this century - all in three months. Life Goes On top of
the charts Global 200, Dynamite came in third place and Blue &amp; Grey was ninth; all songs are from the album Be. On November 24, they received their first Grammy nomination for Best Pop Duet/Group Performance. They became the first Kpop artists to be nominated. The BTS-based youth series is expected to begin airing next year. The BTS genre is sometimes naughty as a Kpop boy band.
Although they have taken over a lot of things from this genre, such as challenging choreography or promoting new content, their music is much more similar in the past and present to genres like R&amp;; B, Hip hop or EDM. It is because of this diversity that their music is often characterized by the so-called BTSpop, mainly due to their differences from k-pop, pop and classical hip hop. In BTS's early history,
their musical style and makeup were primarily influenced by hip hop as in the insidifiable songs No More Dream and N.O. But they quickly evolved towards a combination of R&amp;O; B, hip hop, and some rock elements (songs Danger and Boy In Luv). A new musical change was recorded with The Most Beautiful Moment in Life Pt. 1. Although BTS maintained their hip hop image, they also discovered the
R&amp;A side. Their B with songs like Hold Me Tight. Wings has brought significant changes in musical style, thanks to seven genre solo songs ranging from the V-ho neo soul song Stigma to J-Hope Mama's gospel evocative song to Suga's passionate rap with piano accompaniment on the song First Love. BTS is also known for its writings, which speak candidly about topics they consider important in a
conservative society[4] – they write the text themselves. Initially, only Suga and RM were considered lyrics writers, but over time others began to participate. Their lyrics address topics such as bullying and disagreement with social ideals, as well as mental health issues, suicide, nothingness, the K-pop idol system, and women's empowerion in society. On the mini-album Love Yourself: Her, he and the
songs Pied Piper and Go Go talk to their own fans and nihilistic spending supporters in the name of happiness and youth. On the album You Never Walk Alone is the song Not Today – anti-establishment – national anthem, with the message of protecting minority groups. [5] However, in 2016, the group faced allegations of misogyny over the Lyrics of War of Hormones, Converse High. The group later
issued an apology notice and did not write any similar text. They even consult professors on feminists when creating texts, and overall their newer texts focus more on knowledge of themselves and love themselves. BTS together with its company creates and produces most of its work, which some media unions claim their success. For example, on the album You Never Walk Alone, all members have out
or help produce their solo songs. Members of the name Birthplace Of Jin Position (のの) Kim Sok-chin (のののの, Kim Seok-jin) December 4, 1992 Kwachon singer[6] Suga () Min Jun-ki (の,Min (の,Min) 9. března 1993 Tegu rapper[7] J-Hope (이) Čong Ho-sok (, Jung Ho-seok) 18. února 1994 Kwangdžu rapper[8] RM Kim Nam-džun (, Kim Nam-joon) 12. září 1994 Ilsan lídr skupiny, rapper[9] Jimin () Pak Či-
min (, Park Ji-min) 13. října 1995 Pusan zpěvák[10] V (뷔) Kim Tche-hjong (, Kim Tae-hyung) 30. pro since 1995 Tegu zpěvák[11] Jungkook () Čon Čong-kuk (, Jeon Jung-kook) 1. září 1997 Pusan zpěvák[12] Diskografie Název Datum vydání Seznam skladeb 2COOL 4SKOOL 12.6.2013 1. Introduction: 2 Cool 4 Skool (feat. DJ Friz)2. We are Bulletproof Pt.23. Skit: Circle Room Talk4. No more Dream5.
Interlude6. Johayo (; Good)7. Outro: Cypher O Room Circle! RUL8.2? 6.9.2013 1. Introduction: O! RUL8,2?2. N.O3. WE'RE ON4. SYST: R U HAPPY NOW?5. IF WE RULE THE WORLD6. COFFEE7. BTS CYPHER PT.18. Jingyeogui Bangtan ( ; The rise of Bangtan)9. Paldogangsan (; Strong Arm/Satoori Rap)10. OUTRO: LUV IN SKOOL SKOOL LUV AFFAIR 12.2.2014 1. Introduction: Skool Luv Affair2.
Sangnamja (Boy In Luv) (; Most masculine man) 3. Sy sying-in: Soulmate4. Eodieseo Watneunji (이 왔; Where are you from?5. Haruman (; Just one day)6. Tomorrow7. BTS Cypher Pt.2: Triptych8. Deunggor Beureikeo (이; Spinal breaker)9. Jump 10. Outro: Proposed SKOOL LUV AFFAIR (Special Supplement) 14.5.2014 1. Miss Right 2. (I Like It) (Slow Jam Remix) 3. Introduction: Skool Luv Affair 4. (Boy
In Luv) 5. Subs: Soulmate 6.왔 (Where Did You Come From) 7. (Only one day) 8. Tomorrow 9. BTS Cypher Pt.2: Trio 10. 이 (Deunggor Beureikeo)(Spinal Breaker) 11. Jump 12. Outro: Proposed DARK &amp; WILD 20.8.2014 1. Introduction: What am I you2. Danger3. Hormone Jeonjaeng (; War of Hormones)4. Hip Hop Seongaeja (힙; Hip Hop Phile)5. Tell me six. Rain7. BTS Cypher PT.3: KILLER (feat.
Supreme Boi)8. Interlude: Mwohae (; What are you doing?9. Haendeupon Jom Kkeojullae (핸폰 꺼; You can turn off your phone)10. Ibulkik (이킥; Blanket Kick)11. 24/7 = Heaven12. Yeogibwa Look here)13. 2 Haknyeon (2; Grade 2)14. Outro: Geuge Mari Dwae? (이?; Does that make sense?) Wake Up (1st. Japanese Album) December 24, 2014 1. INTRODUCTION 2. STARS 3. Jump (Japanese ver.) 4.
Danger (Japan Ver.) 5. (Boy In Luv) (Japanese Ver.) 6. (Just one day) (Extended) 7. いいね! (I like it) (Japanese Ver.) 8. I like it pt. 2 (in that place) 9. No More Dream (Japan Ver.) 10. Wake up 11. Outro. RM's first album RM 17.3.2015 1. Voices () 2.Do You 3.Awakening(/覺) 4.Monster 5.5.0 (Throw Away) 6.농 (Joke) 7.God Rap 8.Rush (feat. Krizz Kallko) 9. Life 10.1 (Adrift) 11.I Believe (feat. BTS) Pt. 1
(Best Moment in Life, Pt. 1) 29.4.2015 1. Introduction: The best moment in life (Introduction:)2. I need U 3. Hold on to me ()4. Sy sys: Expectations!5. Dope (쩔)6. Boyz with Fun ()7. Converse High8. Moving On (이이)9. Outro: Love is not over FOR YOU 17.7.2015 1. FOR YOU 2. ホルモン戦争 (Hormonal Warfare) (Japan Ver.) 3. Let me know (Japan Pt. 2) 30.11.2015 1.Introduction: Nevermind 2.Run
3.Butterfly 4.Whalien 52 5.Ma City 6. Baepsae / Crow / Silver Spoon (뱁) 7.Skit: One Night in a Strange City 8.Dead Leaves () 9.Outro: House of Cards The Most Beautiful Moment In Life: Young Forever 2.5.2016 CD1 1.Intro: (Best Moment in Life) 2.I Need U 3. Hold Me Tight 4. 5.Butterfly (Prologue Remix) 6.Run 7.Ma City 8. 뱁 (Silver Spoon) 9. 쩔 (Dope) 10. (Burning Up)(FIRE) 11.Save Me
12.EPILOGUE: Young Forever CD2 1.Converse High 2. 이이(Moving On) 3.Whalien 52 4.Butterfly 5.House Of Cards (Full Lenght Edition) 6.Love Is Not Over(full lenght Edition) 7.I Need U(Urban Remix) 8.I Need U(Remix) ) 9.Run(Ballad Mix) 10.Run(Alternative Mix) 11.Butterfly(Alternative Mix) Suga's (Agust D's) 1st Album: Agust D 15.8.2016 1.Intro; Dt sugA (feat. DJ Friz) 2.Agust D 3.give it to me 4.skit
5.사사 (724148) 6.140503 벽이 (140503 to dawn) 7.5 (The Last) 8.Tony Montana (feat. Yankie) 9.Interlude; Dreams, real 10.so far away (feat. (SURAN)) Youth (2nd. Japanese album) September 7, 2016 1. Introduction: Youth 2. Run (Japan Ver.) 3. (Burning Up) 4. 쩔(Dope)(超ヤベー!) (Japanese Ver.) 5. Good Day 6. Save Me (Japanese ver.) 7. フンタン少年団 (Fantan Shounendan)(Japanese Ver.) 8.
ペッシセ (Peppuse)(Japanese Ver.) 9. Wishing on a Star 10. Desire on a star 10. Butterfly (Japan Ver.) 11. For you 12. I Need U (Japanese ver.) 13. Finale: Young Forever (Japan Ver.) Wings 10.10.2016 1.Intro: Boy Meets Evil 2. 2땀 (Blood Sweat & Tears) 3.Begin (Jungkook Solo) 4.Lie (Jimin Solo) 5.Stigma (V Solo) 6.First Love (Suga Solo) 7.Reflection (RM Solo) 8.Mama (J-Hope Solo) 9.Awake (Jin
Solo) 10.Lost 11.BTS Cypher 4 12.Am I Wrong 13. 21 (21st Century Girls) 14. 둘!셋! (그래도좋은날이더많기를) (Two! Three! (Hope for better day)) 15.Interlude: Wings You Never Walk Alone 13.2.2017 1.Intro: Boy Meets Evil 2.땀 (Blood Sweat &amp; Tears) 3.Begin 4.Lie 5.Stigma 6.First Love 7.Reflection 8.Mama 9.Awake 10.Lost 11.BTS Cypher 4 12.Am I Wrong 13.21 (21 Century Girls) 14.둘! 셋! (그래도
좋은 날이 더 많기를) (Two! Three! Hope for better day) 15.0 (Spring Day) 16.Not Today 17.Outro: Wings 18. An additional story: You never walk alone Come Back Home - Single 4.7.2017 1. Come Back Home Love Yourself 承 'Her' 18.9.2017 1.Intro: Serendipity 2.DNA 3.Best Of Me (feat). The Chainsmokers) 4.4.9 (Dimple)(Illegal) 5.Pied Piper 6.Skit: Billboard Music Awards Speech 7.MIC Drop 8.GO (Go
Go) 9.Outro: 10.Hidden Track (SEA) 11.Skit: Hesitation & Fear J-Hope's Mixtape – Hope World 1.3.2018 1.Hope World 2.P.O.P. (Piece of Peace Pt.1) 3.Daydream 4.Base Line 5.(Hangsang)(feat. Supreme Boi) 6.Airplane 7.Blueside (Outro) FACE YOURSELF (3rd. Japanese album) April 4, 2018 1.Intro: Ringwanderung 2.Best Of Me (feat. The Chainsmokers) (Japanese Ver.) 3.땀 (Sweaty Blood &amp;
Tears)(Japanese record). 4.DNA (Japanese Ver.) 5.Not Today (Japanese version) 6.MIC Drop (Japanese Ver.) 7.Don't Leave Me 8.Go See.) See.) Snow 10.0 (Spring Day)(Japan Ver.) 11.LET GO 12 Outro: Crack Love Yourself: 'Wonder' 5.4.2018 1.Euphoria Love Yourself 'Tear' 18.5.2018 1.Intro: Singularity 2.FAKE LOVE 3.5 (18.5.2018) (Sincere Steve Aoki) 4.134340 5.5 (Paradise) 6.Love Maze
7.Magic Shop 8.Airplane Pt.2 9.Anpanman 10.So What 11.Outro: Tear FAKE LOVE (Rocking Vibe Mix) - Single 4.6.2018 1. FAKE LOVE (Rocking Vibe Mix) Love Yourself 結 'Answer' 24.8.2018 CD 1 Euphoria Trivia : Just Dance Serendipity (Full Lenght Edition) DNA (Dimple) (Illegal) Trivia 承: Love Her Singularity FAKE LOVE (The Truth Untold) Steve Aoki) Puzzle: Seesaw Tear Epiphany I'm Fine IDOL
Answer: Love Myself CD 2 Magic Shop Best Of Me (feat. The Chainsmokers) Airplane Pt. 2 Go (Go Go) Anpanman MIC Drop DNA (Pedal 2 LA Mix) FAKE LOVE (Rocking Vibe Mix) MIC Drop (Steve Aoki Remix) (Full Lenght Edition) IDOL (feat. Nicki Minaj) RM's 2nd Album - mono. 23.10.2018 1.tokyo 2.seoul 3.moonchild 4.badbye (feat. 이이 (eAeon)) 5.긋 (uhgood) 가 (everythingoes)(feat.(넬) Nell)
7.forever rain MAP OF THE SOUL: PERSONA 12.4.2019 1 Introduction: Persona 2. (Boy With Luv) (feat. Halsey) 3. (Mikrokosmos) 4. Get it right 5. HOME 6. Jamais Vu 7. Dionysus MAP OF THE SOUL: 7 21 February 2020 1. Introduction: Persona (RM's Solo) 2. (Boy With Luv) (ft. Halsey) 3. Get it right 4. Jamais Vu (Performed byJin, J-Hope &amp; Jungkook) 5. Dionysus 6. Interlude: Shadow (Solo by
Suga) 7. Black Swan 8. Filter (Jimin's Solo) 9. (My Time) (Jungkook's Solo) 10. Bigger than bomb 11. ON THE 12TH. (UGH!) (Performed by Rap Line: RM, Suga &amp; J-Hope) 13. 00:00 (Zero O'Clock) (Reporting by Vocal Lines: Jin, Jimin, V &amp; Jungkook) 14. Inner Child (V's Solo) 15. (Friends) (V &amp; Jimin) 16. Moon (Jin's Solo) 17. Respect (Made by RM &amp; Suga) 18. Bulletproof: The Eternal
19. Outro: Ego (Solo by J-Hope) 20. ON (feat. Sia) Suga's (Agust D's) 2nd Album: D-2 22.5.2020 1. (Moonlight) 2. 취 (Daechwita) 3. 어떻게 생각해? (What do you think?) 4. 이 가 (feat.RM of (BTS)) 5. 이 (28) (feat. NiiHWA) 6. Burn It (feat. MAX) 7. 사 (Person) 8. (Honsool) 9. Interlude: Set me free 10. 땠 (Dear my friend) (feat. (Kim Jong Wan) of NELL) Map of the Soul: 7 - The Journey (4th Japanese album)
July 14, 2020 1. Introduction: Call 2. Stay in gold 3. Boy with Luv (Japanese ver.) 4. Make It Right (Japan ver.) 5. Dionysus (Japanese version) 6. Idol (Japanese version) 7. Pt. 2 (Japanese ver.) 8. Fake Love (Japanese ending) 9. Black Swan (ver.) 10. ON (Japanese ver.) 11. Lamp 12. Your eyes say 13. Outro: Journey BE 20.11.2020 1. Life goes on 2. (Fly to My Room) (performed by Suga, J-Hope, V
&amp; Jimin) 3. Blue &amp; Grey 4. Sy sying-in 5. (Sympathy) 6. (Dis-ease) 7. Stay (performed by RM, Jin &amp; Jungkook) 8. Dynamite Odkazy reference V tomto článku byl použit překlad textu z článku BTS na anglické Wikipedii. ↑ Bangtan Boys reveal their official fanclub name. [online] 2013-7-9 Dostupné Online (anglicky) ↑ Wake Up (Bangtan Boys). We have to go. Dostupné Online (anglicky) ↑ BTS
confirms final stop of world tour Episode II: The Red Bullet. We have to go. Dostupné Online (anglicky) ↑ BTS: K-Pop's Social Conscience. Fuse. Dostupné Online [cit. 2017-10-23]. ↑ Bangtan Boys, generasia.com. We have to go. Dostupné Online (anglicky) ↑ HERMAN, Tamar. Get To Know BTS: Jin [online]. Billboard.com, 2017-06-30 [cit. 2019-01-02]. Dostupné online. ↑ HERMAN, Tamar. Get To Know
BTS: Suga [online]. Billboard.com, 2017-06-30 [cit. 2019-01-02]. Dostupné online. ↑ HERMAN, Tamar. Get To Know BTS: J-Hope [online]. Billboard.com, 2017-06-30 [cit. 2019-01-02]. Dostupné online. ↑ HERMAN, Tamar. Get To Know BTS: Rap Monster [online]. Billboard.com, 2017-06-30 [cit. 2019-01-02]. Dostupné online. ↑ HERMAN, Tamar. Get To Know BTS: Jimin [online]. Billboard.com, 2017-06-30
[cit. 2019-01-02]. Dostupné online. ↑ HERMAN, Tamar. Learn BTS: V [online]. Billboard.com, 2017-06-30 [cit. 2019-01-02]. Dostupné online. ↑ HERMAN, Tamar. Get acquainted with BTS: Jungkook [online]. Billboard.com, 2017-06-30 [cit. 2019-01-02]. Dostupné online. (anglicky) Externí odkazy Obrázky, zvuky či videa k tématu BTS ve Wikimedia Commons BTS Wiki Portály: Hudba Autoritní data: GND:
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